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SetACL is a command-line based utility to manage permissions on Windows systems. It is based on
the ACLs used by Windows, but is not tied to any particular Windows version or operating system.

SetACL supports managing individual permissions (default permissions), named groups and ACLs. It
allows for creating or modifying ACLs, changing permissions for files or directories, and assigning

permission levels to named groups. You can see the owner, the permissions, the type of permissions,
the group or a set of groups the permissions belong to. SetACL also includes a text-based

configuration file (SetACL.config) and the setaacl command-line executable. This executable can be
used to set individual permissions (access rights) and to manage ACLs without needing to use an

external editor such as Notepad. The setaacl command-line executable is similar to but not identical
to the SetACL.config file. It is specifically designed to be used by programs/scripts, and will be similar
to the functionality that would be available in a setup, install or uninstall programs provided by 3rd

party vendors. SetACL License: SetACL is released under the GNU General Public License. If you
would like to learn more about the GNU General Public License, please go to the GNU Project site at
SetACL Download Information: You can download a copy of SetACL from the SetACL website, Please

ensure that you unzip the contents of the zipped archive and then run setup.bat in the extracted
directory. This will build SetACL and install the required.dlls to the current system directory. SetACL
Changelog: Changes in SetACL v1.3.1 ------------------------- * fix: the -n option sometimes did not work

on WinXP * fix: WinRM -logon command line option was sometimes ignored * fix: the nmake
command line option * add: Add support for Win32 audit (not tested) * add: Add support for Windows

7 / 8 / 8.1 (not tested) Change in SetACL v1.3.0 ------------------------ * fix: the word "Windows" was
sometimes capitalized * fix: the setaacl command line executable was sometimes

SetACL Crack Torrent

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.
SetACL Torrent Download is compatible with Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, Windows 7 and

Windows Server 2008 R2; it is tested and certified against 32- and 64-bit versions of Windows. Sends
out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or the

application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.
Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
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the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.
Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes that you specify using the command line or
the application. Sends out a security change to an interface, a computer or a path that you specify.

Sends out a Windows security change with the attributes aa67ecbc25
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SetACL is a small, command prompt based application specially designed to help you manage
permissions (ACLs) on Windows systems from the command line or your programs/scripts. SetACL
runs on Windows 9x, NT, 2000, XP, 2003 and 2008. Using SetACL, you can easily xNetMF is a LAN
(local area network) where multiple "Workstations" (user workstations) can connect to a central
server. All workstations connect to the central server via standard Ethernet cables by using the
adapter card Broadcom Ethernet and are connected to the Internet via a standard RJ45 (copper)
modem. RSAnger PRO is an advanced highly configurable Windows-based solution for the video
surveillance that allows you to install and manage up to 30 video cameras from anywhere. The
software solution will turn your PC into a high-quality video monitoring system. You do not need to
be an expert! RSAnger PRO will perform all the IntelliScanner is a scanned document imaging
application for Windows 95, 98 and later. Based on the IntelliScanner engine and used since 1994,
the solution is originally produced by See More Software of Japan. IntelliScanner can be used for any
document scanning application by converting the scanned documents to Mailweaver is a mail
signature automation and distribution system for Windows. The program allows you to automatically
generate your own scanned and electronic mail signatures. You can thus automate your mailing
processes and save time and money. After installing the program the signature template can be The
program is capable of automating the process of creating the header and footer to e-mail
documents. When working in conjunction with any type of document editor, the program can
automatically fill out your e-mail address, name, date and time in the header and footer of the e-
mail. JQuery File Upload is an easy to use file upload solution and client side image cropper for
jquery and asp.net. It is very easy to set up and customize the cropping/display area and the effect.
JQuery File Upload enables you to upload and crop several files at once and still have progress
indication for the uploads. Sayonara SP.NET Editor is a small text editor for Windows. It is capable of
editing MS Word documents and files created with the popular Microsoft Word program. Sayonara
SP.NET Editor allows you to open the documents with formatting and styles, so you can easily

What's New In?

SetACL is a free, open-source command line application designed to help manage permissions on
Windows systems. Its primary purpose is to help administrators set and manage permissions on files
and folders for a variety of actions including adding/removing users and groups and changing
permissions. The program also provides the capability to view permissions and change them on a
per-folder, file, directory, or individual user basis. Why use SetACL? Nearly every internet site, web
service, and business application on Windows requires you to identify which users and groups may
or may not be able to access the given resource. Simply put, permissions are a way to ensure only
authorized users are allowed to access a resource. A security administrator sets permissions on
resources such as files, folders, or network shares to permit only those that may be needed. Before
SetACL, you would need to purchase complicated Windows management software or use archaic
command line tools such as icacls to accomplish similar tasks. SetACL is a free, open-source tool that
allows you to manage ACLs using a simple batch file. SetACL Features: Easily manage permissions
on file, folder, directory, and individual user resources. Enable Administrators or other users to
manage permissions. Manage permissions in a batch file. View a list of permissions for files, folders,
and directories. View the permissions currently assigned to a resource and reset them. Identify users
and groups that have the ability to access a resource. Start, stop, or reset the ACL manager. Choose
which users and groups are allowed or not to access a resource. Manage permissions on file, folder,
directory, and individual user resources. Allow Administrators or other users to manage permissions.
Manage permissions in a batch file. View a list of permissions for files, folders, and directories. View
the permissions currently assigned to a resource and reset them. Identify users and groups that
have the ability to access a resource. Start, stop, or reset the ACL manager. Why use PersMon?
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Personal information management (PIM) software provides management and organization of
personal information such as contacts, tasks, and appointments. The software features a graphical
user interface and a file-based architecture. It is commonly integrated with e-mail and scheduling
applications such as Microsoft Outlook. Some PIM software is free and some are paid. More features
may include calendar functions, contact management, security, multi-user capability,
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System Requirements For SetACL:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 x64 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Phenom II X4 965
Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 256 MB or equivalent Storage: 2 GB available space Scrolling
Performance (On-Screen Display): 1500 DPI minimum. A virtual screen of at least 2560x1080 is
recommended. Requires use of latest version of Adobe® Photoshop® CS5 or later Recommended:
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